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“Surbiton used to be the butt of jokes, as a symbol of dowdy suburbia.   That 
was silly.  To anyone with half an eye it was - and still is - an interesting place, 
in which the original plan and later accretions can be discerned, much as they 
can in a medieval town like Boston or Carlisle.  And Surbiton may fairly claim 
its place in history: for it is the oldest suburb in Europe, perhaps in the world, 
that was called into being by a railway.” 
 
Jack Simmons, 1986, The railway in town and country, p.64, Newton Abbott, 
David & Charles. 
 
ABSTRACT 
This article challenges most of Wikipedia’s current entry for Thomas Pooley 

[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Pooley]. Thomas Pooley [also spelled 

Poolly], Jane, his wife, and Alexander Gopsell Pooley, their son, all were born 

in Maidstone, Kent.  Thomas Pooley lived in Kent until 1820 and was 

variously a baker, miller and maltster.  In 1827, Thomas Pooley, then a 

bankrupt, was found in Norwich, Norfolk, and remained there until 1834-1835. 

He was variously a corn merchant, coal merchant, and maltster and was 

associated with ships trading from Norwich to Lowestoft and Newcastle. 

Between 1834 and 1835, he moved to London.   In 1836-1839, Thomas and 

Alexander Gopsell Pooley lived in West by Thames, Kingston upon Thames, 

Surrey.  During their time there, Thomas Pooley was a maltster and his son 

was a maltster and a brewer.  In August 1838, Thomas Pooley acquired an 

estate adjacent to the newly installed London and Southhampton Railway 

station in Surbiton, then a hamlet near Kingston.  This station was not suitable 

for mass transport. By the middle of 1839, by the instigation of Thomas 

Pooley, the railway company had installed a new station.   This became the 

entrance to a new town that was laid out under his direction.  In 1841, 

Thomas Pooley, Jane Pooley, and Alexander Gopsell Pooley all lived in 

Kingston New Town [Surbiton]. Thomas Pooley financed the development by 

short-term loans from bankers, including Coutts. The basic houses on the 
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estate soon were occupied mainly by building tradesmen.  The grander 

houses, aimed at people who wanted the advantage of a convenient and 

fashionable home in the country, while still being able to stay and work in 

London, failed to attract many tenants. Commuting, as it is understood today, 

was not possible in Thomas Pooley’s time.  Thomas Pooley mortgaged plots 

of land to builders, some of whom were insolvent, and failed to generate 

sufficient income to pay back the loans. He was in prison for debt and  fled to 

France to escape his creditors. On 13 January 1843, to avoid bankruptcy, he 

assigned the Surbiton estate to Coutts, which continued its development.   

Thereafter, Thomas Pooley engaged in lawsuits in the Court of Chancery, 

including an unsuccessful attempt to recover the Surbiton estate. He moved 

to Shropshire where, in 1851, he was an iron master. By 1855, a Chancery 

Order was made for liquidation of Thomas Pooley’s assets and in 1856 he 

committed suicide.   Alexander Gopsell Pooley led a complicated commercial 

life after the loss of the Surbiton estate.  Among other occupations, he was 

variously an iron merchant, agricultural chemist, metal miner, manufacturing 

chemist, East Indies merchant, quarry owner & banker, merchant, financial 

agent, merchant & bill discounter, owner of the Alhambra Music Hall and 

owner of the Jersey Railway.  In 1852, with his father, and Joseph Pooley, he 

was tried at the Old Bailey for fraud and conspiracy to defraud.  The case, 

which concerned a consignment of allegedly over valued bar iron, was 

terminated for want of evidence. He was at times a bankrupt and fled to 

Scotland and France to avoid his creditors. He was extradited from Paris, and 

detained first in Newgate Prison, then in Holloway Prison. Between 1844 and 

1875, he was involved in about 30 cases in the Court of Chancery.   He died 

in 1886 and was buried in Highgate Cemetery, along with his father and 

mother. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
INTRODUCTION 
This article was based on a talk first given to the Kingston upon Thames 

Society on 16 July 2014 and subsequent talks.1 It was inspired by a paper by 

Dr. Audrey Giles, published in 2003, entitled “The failure of a speculative 

builder. The downfall of Thomas Pooley of Surbiton, 1838-1844”.2  A block of 

flats in Langley Road, Surbiton, was named after Thomas Pooley [Figure 1] 
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and curious people might wish to consult Wikipedia to find out more about 

him. On 22 March 2016, it cited works by June Sampson, Richard Statham 

and Shaan Butters as references and provided a framework for this paper. 

The entry could be summarized as follows.3   

• Thomas Pooley and his wife Jane both came from Cornwall.  

• Thereafter they moved to London and from there to Kingston.  

• He established the nucleus of what became the modern town of 

Surbiton.  

• He was one of the early developers of the concept of commuting.   

• Thomas Pooley was forced into bankruptcy by competing interests.  

• He disappeared from history by 1846.   

• Alexander Pooley disappeared from history in the early 1850s and 

returned to the world of brewing. 

These points enabled a series of research questions.  My project was to 

explore them using original sources wherever possible.  It was facilitated by 

computerised genealogical and newspaper databases.4  Reference was also 

made to William Downing Biden’s “The history and antiquities of that ancient 

and royal town of Kingston upon Thames” [1852], and Rowley W.C. 

Richardson’s work “Surbiton. Thirty two years of local self-government, 1855-

1887” [1888].5 The first question was whether Thomas and Jane Pooley came 

from Cornwall. 

ORIGINS IN CORNWALL? 
Initially, rough estimates for the numbers of Thomas Pooleys, Jane Pooleys 

and Alexander Pooleys in Census enumerators’ records made using 

“Ancestry”.6  In the 1841 Census there were about 46 Thomas Pooleys 

recorded in Britain, with 7 in Cornwall.  In the 1851 Census there were about 

69 Thomas Pooleys recorded in Britain, with 9 in Cornwall.  There were about 

46 Jane Pooleys recorded in Britain in 1841, and in 1851 about 80 were 

recorded.  In Cornwall in 1841, about 16 Jane Pooleys were recorded, while 

in 1851 about 23 were recorded.  Clearly, the names Thomas Pooley  and 

Jane Pooley were common in Britain. Without other identifying information, a 

mistaken connection easily could be made between a Thomas Pooley or Jane 

Pooley from Cornwall and the targeted Thomas and Jane Pooley of Surbiton.  
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On the other hand, in the Census of 1841, there were only 3 Alexander 

Pooleys  in Britain, and in 1851 there were only two such people.  The name 

“Alexander Pooley” was  rare in Britain. 

Maltsters in Kingston, 1836-1839 
Thomas and Alexander Pooley were found in rating books held by the 

Kingston Local History Centre.  In 1836 it was recorded that Thomas Pooley 

occupied six malt houses in West-by-Thames, Kingston.7 Comparison with 

other entries indicated that probably he occupied the most malt houses in 

Kingston at the time.  Pooley’s entry noted, “Mr Pooley says that he is 

charged with his malt house than his has”.  This suggested that Thomas 

Pooley took over the occupancy of the malt houses in 1836 and disputed the 

valuation of them.  1836 may have been the year that first he was established 

in Kingston [below].  A rating book of 1839 recorded that Alexander Pooley 

had occupied a house, malt house and barn, in West by Thames and 

indicated that both Pooleys had vacated all their malt houses in this year, or 

the year before. It noted the previous occupiers of Thomas Pooley’s malt 

houses; namely “Duffell”, “Earl” and “Bye”, and that “John Prior” possibly had 

taken them over from Pooley.8   

Thomas Pooley and Alexander Gopsel [sic] Pooley, both of West-by-

Thames, Kingston, occupiers of malt houses, were found in the 1838 and 

1839, Electoral Registers for the Eastern Division of Surrey.9  A record 

showed that Alexander Gopsell Pooley, a brewer, married Jane Wadbrook, on 

18 September 1837, in the parish of St Luke, Islington.10  The address stated 

for both of them was 84 Old Street, Finsbury, Middlesex.  The groom’s father 

was recorded as Thomas Pooley, a maltster.  The bride’s father was recorded 

as William Wadbrook, also a maltster.11 Why Alexander Gopsell Pooley and 

Jane Wadbrook, chose to marry in Islington was not discovered.  However, it 

was established that Thomas Pooley, a maltster, then of Kingston, had a son 

whose full name was “Alexander Gopsell Pooley”.  This was an extremely rare 

combination of names that was very useful when researching the Pooleys.    

 The Census of 1841 did not require a person’s birthplace to be stated, only 

whether they were born in the County in which they were enumerated at the 

time.  However, the Census of 1851, and later Censuses, did require the 

subject’s birthplace to be stated.   If an Alexander Gopsell Pooley, could be 
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found in the  Census of England of 1851, or a later one, his place of birth 

would be stated and possibly a connection could be made between him and 

his father, Thomas Pooley.  Only one  Alexander G. Pooley was found in each 

of the Censuses of 1861 and 1871, and only one Alexander Gopsell Pooley 

was found in the 1881 Census.  In all cases, his birthplace was stated as 

Maidstone, Kent.12  It followed that Thomas Pooley possibly was in Maidstone 

at the time of his son’s birth, and perhaps he came from there.   More will be 

said about Alexander Gopsell Pooley later.     

Maidstone, 1791-1820 
A detailed search, using “Ancestry”, “Find My Past”, parish records, electoral 

rolls, and original records held by the British Library and Kent History & 

Library Centre, revealed that a Thomas Pooley was born in Maidstone, Kent, 

on 14 February 1791.   He was the sixth child, and third son, of John Pooley, 

also spelled Poolly, a baker, and Mary Burgess, both from Maidstone. 

Thomas  Pooley was apprenticed to Thomas Hills, a baker in Maidstone, and 

he was a baker there when he married Jane Burgess from Maidstone, who 

was possibly a distant cousin, on 10 January 1813. Their son, born on 12 

December 1813, was baptised Alexander Gobson Pooley.13 Later, 

Alexander’s second forename was recorded as “Gopsell”, among other 

variants – see above.  Figure 2  is  Thomas Pooley’s  family tree. 

 Why Thomas and Jane Pooley chose “Gobson” as their son’s second 

forename was unclear.  Audrey Giles suggested a connection with Gopsall 

Hall in Leicestershire.  However, original baptismal records at the Kent History 

& Library Centre showed clearly that Alexander Pooley’s second forename 

was entered as “Gobson.”14  On 19 May 1818, the London Gazette reported 

that the partnership between Thomas Poolly and John Cox, maltsters at 

Maidstone and at Burham, both in Kent, was dissolved by mutual consent on 

16 May 1818.  Land tax and electoral records, held by Kent History and 

Library Centre, and by the British Library, showed that 1818, and then in 

1820, Thomas Poolly was a miller, first in Hollingbourne, near Maidstone, and 

then in Tudeley, near Tonbridge, Kent.15  

Norwich, 1827-1835 
On 28 April 1827, the Norfolk Chronicle reported that a Thomas Poolly, of 

Norwich was a bankrupt.16  In 1830, on 14 August, it reported the case of 
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Pooley [Assignee of Syer] v. Millard.  The plaintiff was Thomas Poolly, “a 

merchant resident in Norwich”.17  Pigot’s Norfolk Directory of 1830 listed 

Thomas Poolly, as a corn merchant, coal merchant and maltster of St Martins 

at Palace Lane, Norwich.18  On 13 March 1830, a Thomas Poolly was witness 

to the marriage of Charles Cooke Tucker and Jane Bolton in St Martin at 

Palace, Norwich. The wedding announcement in the Norfolk Chronicle of 3 

April 1830 revealed that Jane Bolton was the eldest daughter of the late Mr 

Bolton, a cooper of Maidstone. Jane Bolton, baptised in Maidstone in 1805, 

had a brother, Edwin Poolly Bolton, baptised in Maidstone in 1813, and her 

mother was born Jane Poolly, in Maidstone.   It was recalled that Thomas 

Pooley had a sister called Jane and a brother called Edwin [Figure 2]. This 

evidence showed that the Thomas Poolly, who witnessed the wedding in 

1830, was the uncle of the bride.  These very strong family connections 

indicated that the Thomas Poolly in question was the Thomas Pooley being 

sought; and he had moved from Maidstone to Norwich at some time between 

1820 and 1827.19 Later, Charles Cooke Tucker and Jane Tucker were found 

living in Surbiton [below].  

 In June and July 1831, advertisements for cheap coals for ready money 

were placed in the Norfolk Chronicle by a Thomas Pooley, of Quay Side, St 

Martin at Palace, Norwich [Figure 3]. This established that Pooley had trading 

connections with Lowestoft in Suffolk. On 25 August 1832, there was an 

advertisement in the Norfolk Chronicle for a property to let.  It consisted of a 

malt house, with dwelling house, coal bins, stable and gig house, and lately 

was occupied by Mr Thomas Poolly, a merchant.   The property was located 

at Quay Side, St Martins at Palace, Norwich and adjoined the river.  On 22 

March 1834, The Norfolk Chronicle carried another advertisement for cheap 

coals for ready money [see also Figure 3].  They were obtainable from 

Thomas Poolly & Co. at the New Shipping Wharf, Foundry Bridge, Norwich. 

The advertisement stated that as the company had vessels trading weekly 

from Norwich to Newcastle, goods of every description could be conveyed for 

a “very reduced freight”, particulars of which could be had from the counting 

room on the wharf.  It appeared that Poolly had set up a trading company, 

possibly to overcome the difficulty of personal bankruptcy.  A notice, about 

bankruptcy, in the London Gazette of 10 April 1835, confirmed Thomas 
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Poolly’s former connection with Maidstone and his departure from Norwich at 

some time between 1834 and 1835.  It stated that the bankrupt was,  

“Thomas Poolly, formally of St Martin’s-Palace, Norwich, Norfolk, then of 

Lowestoft, Suffolk, Dealer in Coals, Corn and Malt, and late of Maidstone, 

Kent, and of the Warwick Coffee-House, Newgate-Street, London, Agent to 

an ale Brewer.” 20 

Summary, 1791-1839 
The evidence indicated that: 

• Thomas, Jane and Alexander Pooley/Poolly came from Maidstone in 

Kent.  Thomas Pooley was last recorded in Kent in 1820.  His 

occupations in Kent were variously, baker, miller and maltster.  

Thomas Pooley’s location and occupation between 1820 and 1827 was 

not discovered.  

• He moved to Norwich, in Norfolk, and records showed that he was 

there between 1827 and 1835.  His occupations in Norwich were 

variously, corn merchant, coal merchant and maltster.  There was 

evidence that he was associated with ships trading from Norwich to 

Lowestoft and from Norwich to Newcastle.   

• After he left Norwich, he resided temporarily at the Warwick Coffee 

House, Newgate Street, London.   

• He moved to Kingston and records showed that he was a maltster 

there between 1836 and 1839.   Records showed that Alexander 

Pooley was a maltster in Kingston and married the daughter of a 

maltster, William Wadbrook. The record of his marriage stated that he 

was a brewer. 

• The Census of 1841 found Thomas Pooley, his wife Jane Pooley, 

Alexander Pooley, and his wife Jane, all living in New Kingston 

[Surbiton].  The Census of 1841 found Charles Cooke Tucker, a former 

associate of Thomas Pooley in Norwich  also living in New Kingston 

with his wife who was Pooley’s niece [below].21 

• Thomas Pooley and his son had no experience of building, or what 

today would be called “property development”, before the Surbiton 

estate was acquired. 
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ESTABLISHED THE NUCLEUS OF MODERN SURBITON?  
What could be considered as the nucleus of modern Surbiton?  It seemed 

axiomatic that it was the railway station and three roads leading to it, i.e., 

Claremont Road, Victoria Road, and St Mark’s Hill.  The historical background 

of the development of Surbiton could be summarised as follows.   

 The enabling Act for making a railway from London to Southampton was 

passed on 25 July 1834.22  How it came to be routed through Surbiton rather 

than Kingston, an important administrative centre, was discussed by Shaan 

Butters. Her opinion was that the tradition of Kingston Corporation’s 

opposition to the railway, because of the town’s coaching interests, was much 

exaggerated.  Moreover, in her view, it was an influential public figure, 

Charles Pepys, later Lord Cottenham, appointed Solicitor General in 1834, 

who opposed the original route because it ran through his Wimbledon 

estates.23  Records of the London & Southampton Railway Company of 8 May 

1835 showed that land at Surbiton was purchased from Christopher Terry 

Esq, a local landlord, for £2,174 15s 0d.24   On 21 May 1838, the railway, 

between Nine Elms and Woking Common, was opened for the conveyance of 

passengers and parcels.25   

The railway stations 
On 27 May 1838, an advertisement in the Examiner newspaper stated that 

trains for the Epsom Races would stop “at that point of the railway to the 

South of Kingston that is the nearest to Epsom”.  It implied that road transport  

would be arranged from the chosen train stopping point to transfer 

passengers to and from Epsom.  Richardson stated that the old station was a 

small cottage-like building on the south side of the line near to the Ewell Road 

bridge and was approached by a path from the south end of that bridge down 

the cutting.26  Figure 4 shows the old station at the same level of the railway 

tracks and the steep path, with handrail, leading to it.  The path from the Ewell 

Road bridge was shown on the first edition of the Kingston, Surrey 1/2500 

Ordnance Survey map.27  Clearly, the old station was not intended for mass 

transport and another place on the line had to found to serve the large 

number of people who were expected to attend the Epsom races. 

 The Times of 27 July 1838 advertised the auction sale of freehold land, 

marked out in lots, suitable for the erection of genteel cottage residences or 
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small villas, which was rendered particularly eligible for “building upon by the 

extreme facility of communication with London by means of the Railroad, the 

station of which is only about three minutes’ walk from the spot” [Figure 5].  

Thomas Pooley acquired the land in Surbiton, in August 1838, for 

approximately £10,000, immediately laid out roads and the erection of a large 

number of houses began.28     
On 14 January 1839, Thomas Pooley wrote to the London & Southampton 

Railway Company pointing out that the large number of persons who visited 

Hampton Court in the summer would use the railway if a new station was 

installed. The record suggested that, possibly, he had written to the company 

in October 1838 about the need for a new station.  On 2 February 1839, the 

Company’s Traffic and General Purposes Committee saw no objection to the 

site being marked out.29 By 9 July 1839 a letter in the Times, stated that 

Kingston station “was considered to be the very best on the railway” [Figure 
6].30 This established that the new station, on the current site in Surbiton, 

already was in place when the letter was written [Figure 7].  There was good 

evidence that Thomas Pooley was instrumental in achieving this situation.   

The Tithe and Bower's plan of 1842 
The Tithe apportionment of 1842 showed that Thomas Pooley owned 95 

houses with gardens, 36 sites for houses, a timber yard, a coal yard, a 

brickfield, and a hotel.31  The Tithe map of 1840 showed the Surbiton estate 

with the new station as a pivotal feature, with today's Victoria Road to the left 

of it, today's St Mark’s Hill to the right of it and today's Claremont Road 

diagonally in front of it [Appendix 1].32  Claremont Crescent could be seen to 

the left of Claremont Road. Figure 8 is a transcript of a description, from 

Richardson’s book, of Pooley’s estate as it was on a plan made on 13 

January 1842, by George Isaac Bower [below]. Unfortunately, the plan itself 

was not found. Richardson noted that the estate generally was known as 

“New Kingston, New Town and Kingston on Railway” before, finally, it became 

“Surbiton”. Overall, the evidence indicated that Thomas Pooley did establish 

the nucleus of modern Surbiton and that his most significant achievement was 

the installation of a new station, on the site occupied by the present station.   

EARLY DEVELOPER OF THE CONCEPT OF COMMUTING?   
There had to be a concept of commuting before anyone could develop it.   
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What was “commuting”?    The Oxford English Dictionary [OED] indicated that 

the term “commuter” came from the USA, originated in 1865, and denoted a 

person who possessed a “commutation ticket” for railway use.33   Such was 

the equivalent in the UK of a railway season ticket which modern commuters 

buy to permit a lifestyle involving travel to work daily, say, between Surbiton 

and London, at the lowest cost obtainable. Being able to buy a season ticket 

was, following this line of thought, part of the concept of commuting.    

 Were season tickets available at any time when Thomas Pooley owned the 

Surbiton estate, i.e., from August 1838 until  January 1843?  Minutes of the 

Traffic and General Purposes Committee of the London & Southampton 

Railway, on 17 May 1839, recorded the outcome of a request for a season 

ticket thus: “the Secretary was instructed to say that the difficulties in so doing 

were insurmountable”.34  Therefore, it appeared that, in 1839, a company that 

had overcome very great difficulties previously in building the railway was 

baulked at the prospect of issuing season tickets.  Possibly, it was not 

prepared to issue them because at the time the demand was not considered 

big enough to justify the administrative costs. 

 When were season tickets first sold by the London & Southampton Railway 

Company?   According to Richardson, “Annual Tickets” were available from 

Surbiton in 1855; the cost of a first class ticket was £18, while a second class 

ticket cost £15.35  He recorded that 975 season tickets were sold at Surbiton 

in 1865.  A report of the London & Southwestern Railway Company, 

[previously, the London & Southampton Railway Company] noted an increase 

in revenue from the sale of season tickets from 1866 to 1869. This showed 

that “the facilities offered by the company for residential traffic are duly 

appreciated by those whose daily avocations call them to Town from the 

suburban districts”.  Therefore, as far as the company was concerned, 

commuting from the stations that it served firmly was established around 

1869.36 It was concluded that Thomas Pooley could not have been one of the 

early developers of commuting, according the OED definition, because there 

was no concept of commuting, as understood today, during the time that he 

owned the Surbiton estate.  

 However, the coming of a railway that enabled a link between London and 

the immediate rural areas did invoke the concept of a lifestyle which involved 
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living in the country for some of the time while working in the Metropolis.   The 

Times of 29 June 1838 advertised for sale a freehold estate at Weston Green, 

Thames Ditton.  This was said to be about five minutes walk from a station on 

the London and Southampton Railway. This would have been Ditton Marsh, 

on the site of the current Esher Station.37  The estate was presented as an 

agreeable abode for a family inclined to a country life.  This illustrated a very 

early realisation of the possibility of living in the country while working in 

London.   

 The advertisement in the Times of 27 July 1838 [Figure 5], possibly the 

one that led Thomas Pooley to acquire the land in Surbiton, projected the 

view of genteel cottages or small villas, in an expanding and highly 

respectable neighbourhood, commanding beautiful and extensive views over 

a most picturesque part of Surrey, all of which was within relatively easy reach 

of London. Arguably, this was another early realisation of the possibility of 

living in the country while working in the Metropolis, which might be of interest 

to the middle-classes, particularly those who valued air that was “particularly 

pure” for the good of their health.   It was a different concept, and, because as 

the advertisement talked of lots that were marked out, and plans then 

available to be seen [but unfortunately now lost], whoever placed the 

advertisement, Christopher Terry’s executors perhaps, could claim primacy 

for it.38  However, it was possibly the concept that Pooley set out to develop.   

  On 16 February 1840, the Southampton Star, stated that  a  “completely 

new town is in the course of formation between the old corporation town of 

Kingston-upon-Thames [Surrey] and the South Western Railway”.  This, it 

said, had already nearly 200 beautiful new houses and snug villas finished, or 

under construction, and a commodious new station at the entrance to the new 

town. Furthermore, it announced that it was “a singular fact, and one which 

must mainly contribute to the eligibility of New Kingston, that the first-floor 

windows of the houses command a view scarcely to be equalled in England, 

comprising no less than five royal parks – those of Hampton, Bushy, 

Richmond, Windsor and Claremont, besides the gardens of Kew and the river 

Thames; and yet this spot, by railroad conveyance, is only 20 minutes ride.” 

On 8 August 1840, the Times said of New Kingston “perhaps a more healthy 

and more beautiful spot could not have been chosen for a town within the 
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same distance of London upon any line of road…”    

Nowhere in these newspaper articles was it said that living in the new town 

would be of interest to those seeking to make a daily return journey to London 

for work.   This is in contrast to an advertisement in the Times of 3 October 

1856 for villas to be let in Putney.  These, it said, were within three minutes 

walk of the railway station, had “moderate rents, steam boat and omnibus 

communication daily, and railway season tickets were available at reduced 

rates”.   This advertisement appeared to be targeted at people that today 

would be called “commuters”.   

 But what sort of people wanted to live in the Surbiton and travel to London 

when Pooley held the freehold?  Importantly, did they travel to and from 

London every day to work?  A close look at the wording of Figure 6, a letter to 

the Times of 9 July 1839, was relevant. The key phrase was “…the number of 

carriages, which ought to have been increased on a Monday morning, having 

been reduced below the usual average.”  These words indicated that more 

people travelled on Monday morning, thus suggesting that some people 

stayed in London for the working week before returning to Surbiton.  Such 

people were not “commuters” by the OED’s criteria but appeared to be regular 

travellers.39 Also, they endured overcrowding in trains from time to time like 

today’s travellers. The 1841 Census, recorded the status or occupation of the 

inhabitants of the Surbiton estate on the night of Sunday, 6 June and  Figure 
9 illustrates these.   In rank order from one to five, the most numerous were 

males with building trades, followed by female servants, pupils [male and 

female], females of independent means and males of independent means.40  

No attempt was made to investigate whether any of the residents were regular 

travellers.  The 1841 Census later was revisited [below].   

FORCED INTO BANKRUPTCY BY COMPETING INTERESTS? 
A full account of Thomas Pooley’s downfall was in Audrey Giles’ paper.  This 

was based on her detailed analysis of the Chancery Case of Pooley v. 

Marjoribanks, which started in 1844.  This was not Thomas Pooley’s first 

encounter with the English legal system and it was not his last.  More will be 

said about this, later.  

 According to Audrey Giles, Pooley v. Marjoribanks was founded on 

Pooley’s claim that he had been coerced into signing a deed transferring the 
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Surbiton estate to Messrs. Coutts  and  Messrs. Drummonds, banking 

companies who were his main creditors. Pooley also was indebted to five 

other banking concerns. Although Coutts and Drummonds did not wish to buy 

the estate, it was considered their best option because if Pooley became a 

bankrupt the estate would be plunged into litigation and the simple contract 

creditors would forfeit their claims.41  In essence, the defendant’s claim was 

that Pooley had engaged in fraudulent activities.  These included obtaining 

loans from other bankers without their knowledge and making supposed 

mortgage loans to insolvent individuals, the deeds of which Pooley handed 

over as security to Coutts.42 It was claimed that the mortgagors who had 

colluded with Pooley were insolvent individuals, namely Henry Nottage, 

Thomas Thick, Charles Cook Tucker, Robert Clements and Joseph Chappell.  

More will be said about some of these, later.  In addition, it was claimed that 

some of the houses used as security were of a very inferior class and while 

there were other buildings of a better class, they were badly built, using 

inferior materials.43  Indeed, some of the unfinished houses were considered 

so poor that demolition and proper rebuilding was advised. Accordingly, the 

defendants thought that these houses were over-valued.   On 1 August 1846 

the case ended when a Declaration was made by the Lord Chancellor that the 

deed of conveyance and assignment was “good and valid and plaintiff 

consenting” was made against Thomas Pooley.  Additionally, he was served 

with a perpetual injunction preventing him from claiming ownership of various 

items of property, including his interests in ships.44   In summary, Thomas 

Pooley was not adjudged a bankrupt as an outcome of this case, which 

followed the sale of the Surbiton estate to Coutts and Drummond as a 

measure to prevent Pooley’s bankruptcy. Below are some notes on insolvent 

persons who colluded with Thomas Pooley, and George Isaac Bower, who 

possibly was another of Pooley’s associates. 

Thomas Pooley’s associates 
Henry Nottage, “builder, dealer and chapman” was declared a bankrupt in 

the London Gazette of 29 January 1841. On 22 September 1841, The Times 

announced the sale of eight houses, held on leasehold of 998 years, providing 

a total annual ground rent of £450, on behalf of the assignees of Henry 

Nottage. These houses “formed the whole of Victoria Terrace, New  
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Kingston”. The 1841 Census found Henry Nottage, aged 50, living in 

Alexander Road on 6 June 1841.45   

 Charles Cooke Tucker, entered as “C.C. Tucker, gentleman” in the 1841 

Census, was living in Surbiton House. His connection with Thomas Pooley in 

Norwich, in 1830, was outlined above.  Surbiton House was a large property, 

with lawn, pleasure grounds, garden and paddock, set in about 24 acres of 

ground. It no longer existed, but the Ordnance Survey Map of 1865 showed 

that it was on Surbiton Road not far from the junction with Maple Road.46  In 

Tucker’s household were his wife, Jane, a female servant and two girls 

described as “pupils”.  These were H. Rudman, aged 11, and L. Shoesmith, 

aged 4.  Was Tucker running a small boarding school, or was he looking after 

the girls while their parents or guardians were elsewhere?  The London 

Gazette of 17 and 25 January 1834 reported that Charles Cooke Tucker, of 

Alysham, Norfolk, keeper of the Black Boys Inn, Alysham, Norfolk, was a 

bankrupt.  The same publication, on 7 October 1842, reported that the Court 

for Insolvent Debtors had made an order vesting the estate and effects to 

provisional assignees of Charles Cooke Tucker, of the New Inn, Cromer, then 

a prisoner for debt in Norwich Castle.  He died, aged 44, on 8 July 1846 at 

Bradfield, Norfolk.  His occupation was recorded as “yeoman”. The cause of 

death was “Visitation of God. Natural causes”.47  The Tithe Apportionment 

showed that in 1842 Surbiton House was owned and occupied by Alexander 

Raphael.48 The questions arose, whether Charles Cooke Tucker was living in 

Surbiton House before Thomas Pooley acquired the Surbiton estate and 

whether he was instrumental in Pooley’s acquisition of the estate?    

 George Isaac Bower whose occupation, stated in the 1841 Census, was 

“architect”, lived in Victoria Terrace, next to Alexander Gopsell Pooley.  

Bower, an architect, was the father of George Brownlow Bower, who was 

baptised at All Saints’ Church, Kingston, on 1 August 1841.   Richardson cited 

a plan of the estate of Thomas Pooley, dated 13 January 1842, “surveyed by 

George I. Bower, house and land surveyor, of New Kingston and Beaufort 

Street, Chelsea”.49 A bankruptcy petition of George Isaac Bower was found in 

the London Gazette of 18 July 1845.  His address was Church Street, 

Preston, Lancashire, and he was then a clerk in the Constabulary Office 

there.  An insolvent debtor, previously he was a surveyor living in North 
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Brixton, Surrey, 24 Poultry, City of London, and 3 Victoria Terrace, Kingston 

New Town.  The Censuses of 1851 and 1861, confirmed that Bower then 

lived in Preston and was, respectively a Constabulary Clerk and Chief 

Constabulary Clerk.  George Isaac Bower, aged 62, of 49 Hillditch Crescent, 

Islington, was buried in Highgate Cemetery on 28 November 1870.  He was 

not found in the Directory of British Architects, 1834-1914.50 The following 

questions remained.  Did Bower lay out the original street pattern in Surbiton 

or design the original houses? Why did he abandon architecture and 

surveying?  Why did he move to Preston, and what was the cause of his 

bankruptcy?   

Kingston Council 
While competing interests did not, strictly speaking, force Thomas Pooley into 

bankruptcy, there was one institution with which he got into competition.  This 

was the Council of Kingston upon Thames, which valued highly its right, 

established by royal charters, to have a market in the town.51  In various 

issues in October 1840, the London Gazette announced an intention to obtain 

an enabling Act for a company to operate a market in “The New Town of 

Kingston upon Railway”.52  The Times of 22 October 1840 carried a glowing 

report on Kingston-upon-Railway, which was cited in full by Audrey Giles. This 

stated that a corn exchange, cattle market, hay market and general market for 

retail goods had been started.  This report, possibly inspired by Thomas 

Pooley, indicated that work on the new market had commenced before the 

Act had been passed. 

 Kingston Council’s Minute Book, on 9 November 1840, recorded that this 

challenge to Kingston’s long-standing perceived monopoly was met by 

instructing the Town Clerk to write to Mr Pooley stating that his application to 

Parliament would be opposed.53  This was the first reference to the New Town 

in the Minute Book, which began in 1834.  On 24 November 1840, an article 

appeared in the Morning Post [Figure 10], which, like the one in the Times of 

22 October 1840, appeared to have been inspired in defiance of Kingston 

Council. On 1 January 1841, Kingston Council’s Minute Book recorded that in 

response to a memorial for the erection of a bulk corn market in the town, in 

place of the existing sample market, steps had been taken to establish one in 

the Market House.54 It seemed likely that the “memorial”, or request from 
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farmers who wished to sell grain in bulk in the old Kingston Market, had been 

solicited by Kingston Council.  Furthermore, it was recorded that a petition to 

the House of Commons in opposition to the grant of a market in the New 

Town had been agreed, but action on it was postponed.   

 A minute of 4 February 1841 provided evidence that Kingston Council had 

established a new corn market within the Market House and that a weekly 

cattle market was to be held on Saturdays in the Town.55  A minute of 19 

February 1841 stated that the records of the House of Commons had been 

searched but no petition for a market in the New Town was found.56   As there 

was no evidence that the proposed market in Surbiton ever got off the ground, 

it seemed that Thomas Pooley was thwarted by the strategy of Kingston 

Council, which, after threatening him with opposition to Parliament, was able 

to manoeuvre faster than he could.  Failure to establish a market next to the 

railway probably was another factor in Thomas Pooley’s downfall. 

A speculative builder 
There is a need to consider Thomas Pooley in his role as a speculative 

builder. Exactly how he financed the purchase of Christopher Terry’s land was 

not discovered.  However, he and his son occupied malt houses in Kingston 

which were valuable assets, and had an interest in ships.57  Additionally, they 

had the accumulated assets from debtors.  On 17 February 1837, The London 

Gazette, recorded that assets of Cephas Slatterie, a brewer of Hoxton Old 

Town, were assigned to Alexander Gopsell Pooley, of Kingston upon Thames, 

maltster, who was one of Slatterie’s creditors. Perry’s Bankruptcy Gazette of 9 

June 1839, reported that the estate of Robert Coleman Springett, brewer, of 

Kings Street Terrace, an insolvent person, was assigned to Thomas Pooley. 
The same publication reported on 28 September 1839 that the estate of 

Richard Horatio Nelson Sutcliffe, brewer, of Cobham Row, Clerkenwell, was 

assigned to Thomas Pooley, of Kingston upon Thames, gentleman, who was 

a petitioner in an action for bankruptcy.58  The value of these estates was not 

discovered. 

 Having acquired the land in Surbiton, Thomas Pooley had to maximise his 

income from it.  His overall strategy appeared to be borrowing money on short 

term loans, which were to be repaid from rents from houses and income from 

services and goods, e.g., his hotel, timber yard, coal yard and brickfield.  The 
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failed attempt to start a new market probably was part of this strategy.  On 21 

January 1840, the Times advertised a brickfield to be let.  It was in full working 

order, contained brick and tile earth of very good quality and “in a situation 

where much building was going on, at a very short distance from the Kingston 

Station of the London and Southampton Railway”. Probably, the brickfield was 

owned by Thomas Pooley who wished to raise cash from its rental.  

Additionally, there was evidence that he engaged an agent to raise money to 

finance his project – see report of Pooley v. Mills, below. 

On 29 April 1840, the Times  advertised the sale of “highly profitable 

investments contiguous to the Kingston Station of the South Western 

Railway”.  These, the “spirited owner” was offering “in public competition with 

the determination to sell, as he is highly desirous to accelerate the completion 

of other portions of the highly interesting locality…” On 8 August 1840, the 

Times said of New Kingston “…perhaps a more healthy and more beautiful 

spot could not have been chosen for a town within the same distance of 

London upon any line of road and great credit is due to the good taste of Mr 

Pooley, the founder of the place, as well as his enterprise and unceasing 

exertions in carrying out his designs.  It is to be regretted he has met with 

considerable opposition and has had to encountered prejudices both of 

communities and individuals, and to contend, single handed, against a host of 

selfish feelings and interested opponents.“ 

The 1841 Census, showed that in “the New Town” of Surbiton, were many 

uninhabited houses and many under construction.  Most people lived in 

George Street [now Cottage Grove], a working-class area at the bottom of the 

hill.  Furthermore, as Audrey Giles pointed out, the inhabitants of this street 

were mainly part of the workforce engaged in building work on the estate.59  In 

addition, Alexander Pooley, who managed the estate for this father, lived in 

Victoria Terrace.60 There were only five households in the middle-class 

Railway Road [now Claremont Road] and Claremont Crescent area where the 

highest rental income potentially was derivable. Of these, in Railway Road 

there was a boarding school with ten pupils, and in Claremont Crescent lived 

Thomas Pooley, his wife and three servants.  

It seemed that Thomas Pooley was not very successful in raising money 

from rented houses.   Moreover, he was unsuccessful in civil law actions 
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founded on the construction of the new town. In a case reported in 1840, he 

lost an action to recover the value of bricks and in a case reported in 1842, 

was the unsuccessful defendant in an action to recover the cost of building six 

houses.61  The Chancery case of Miln v. Walton, 1846, revealed  that, in 

1841, Thomas and Alexander Pooley were involved in the purchase of the 

barque Elizabeth using bills of exchange that were later dishonoured62.  

Possibly, this was another project in Thomas Pooley’s  attempts to persuade 

his creditors that he had assets that offered security.  Despite a considerable 

effort to generate income, Thomas Pooley still faced a serious cash-flow 

problem. 

The joint stock company 
Audrey Giles reported an attempt  to set up a joint stock company to address 

Thomas Pooley’s financial difficulties.63  Probably, this was advertised in the 

Times of 6 August 1842.  It indicated that the Kingston on Railway Building 

and Investment Company was being set up.  The capital was £200,000 and 

shareholders were being sought.  The “responsibility of the shareholders to be 

limited by Act of Parliament”.  Among other things, It was stated that the new 

town had been developed to its present extent “almost without limitation of 

expense, upwards of £150,000 having been already laid out upon it.” It was 

claimed to be  “excellently supplied with the purest water”, had a capital hotel, 

well made and maintained roads, and was well drained.  It pointed out that the 

Kingston Station of the South Western Railway was on the estate, with the 

River Thames and Portsmouth Road nearby.   Moreover, the advertisement 

stated that the estate was nearly surrounded by royal parks and residences 

which presence secured its  “unbroken and unconfined perspective.”  Further 

details were available from Mr John Stevens, the “Architect to the Company” 

among others.  Nowhere, did it suggest that commuting was achievable. 

Bad publicity for Pooley’s estate 
The Times of 28 September 1842 reported, “All passengers by the 

Southampton Railway must have noticed a new town sprung up very recently 

in the vicinity of Kingston-on-Thames.  The old town of Kingston is tolerably 

well drained and healthy, but the place called, we believe, New Kingston, 

which has been run up by building speculators since completion of the 

railway, out of the jurisdiction of Old Kingston, and away from superintending 
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control, is destitute of a proper under-drainage, its streets are unpaved and 

covered with mud, and it is already the seat of fevers, while the old town is 

free from their visitation.  The difference in healthiness between paved and 

unpaved streets is well known to those experienced in sanitary inquiries, but 

too often overlooked.”  It was difficult to escape the conclusion that this was 

inspired by an agency that was ill-disposed to Thomas Pooley, especially as it 

challenged the claims, made above, about the quality of the roads and 

drainage, and healthy disposition. 

The Times of 3 October 1842 reported objections to rating decisions in 

East Surrey relevant to Kingston-upon-Thames. It stated,  “As to Kingston-

upon-Railway, or New Kingston, by whatever name the cluster of half-finished 

houses in the neighbourhood was called, that was no parish at all”. The 

Morning Post of 21 December 1842 reported on a bankruptcy hearing of a 

man who had failed after he set up in business in New Kingston.  It included 

the statement “There were a great number of fine buildings but unfortunately 

few  tenants.  The consequence was that few goods were sold, and those few 

not paid for.”  These articles indicated that the new town had gained a bad 

reputation which did nothing to improve Thomas Pooley’s cash-flow problem.  

Thomas Pooley assigns the estate to Coutts 
Despite all his efforts, Thomas Pooley failed to bring in enough money to 

enable him to satisfy his creditors.  Accordingly, as Audrey Giles related, in 

late 1842, having once been arrested for debt, he crossed to Boulogne sur 

Mer, in France, temporarily to escape them.  He returned to London and, on 

13 January 1843, signed-over the Surbiton estate to Messrs. Coutts.64  

Thomas Pooley’s ownership of the estate lasted from August 1838 until 13 

January 1843, i.e., just over four years. 

DISAPPEARED FROM HISTORY BY 1846? 
Court records of Thomas and Alexander Pooley’s involvement with the 

English legal system provided some evidence of their activities and 

whereabouts after they left the Surbiton estate.  Many of the cases required 

much more research.   

Chancery cases 
Audrey Giles stated that on 2 October 1843 Thomas Pooley was committed to 

the Queen’s Bench Prison for debt and remained there until he was 
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discharged on 9 October 1844.65  Nevertheless, while in prison, he started an 

action in the Court of Chancery, reported as Pooley v. Mills, 1843.  He 

claimed that he had engaged Mills, an auctioneer and estate agent, to raise 

money to finance his project.  Pooley claimed that the arrangement was on 

the basis that a fee would be contingent only upon success.  When Mills 

claimed a fee, Pooley resisted paying him on the grounds that some of his 

claims were fictitious and some were inflated.  Then, Mills started an action for 

recovery of the alleged debt in the Court of Common Pleas.  Pooley v. Mills 

appeared to a response to this action.  In his defence, Mills sought to account 

for all his outgoings, presented detailed figures of his expenditure, including 

advertising in the Times, Morning Chronicle, and by means of printed 

advertisements in linen drapers, tailors, shoemakers, chemists & druggists, 

stationers & booksellers.  He claimed that had paid for hotel accommodation 

for Pooley, and some of his associates, and had lent sums of money to 

Pooley ranging from 1s to 5s.  He pointed out that Pooley had been in the 

Queen’s Bench Prison for debt, had lived in Boulogne to escape his creditors 

and would not attend meetings in London for fear of arrest.   The Declaration 

in this case was not found.66  From 1844, Pooley v. Marjoribanks was an 

attempt to recover the Surbiton estate based on a claim that Thomas Pooley 

had been coerced into signing the transfer deed. Thomas Pooley was living in 

Boulogne during this case. A detailed analysis was in Audrey Giles paper of 

2003 and the outcome of the case was outlined above. In one of the 

documents, dated 21 November 1844, Alexander Gopsell Pooley, gentleman, 

gave his address as Oxford Street, and in another, dated 17 April 1843, his 

address was given as York Road, Lambeth.67 

In 1846, Birch v. Pooley, centred on dividends on shares in the Birmingham 

Navigation Company that were due to Emma Birch, the widow of Frederick 

Birch, who was living at Little Chelsea. Thomas Pooley gave  Grosvenor 

House, Knightsbridge, as his address, while Alexander Gopsell Pooley’s 

address was Kingston upon Thames. Each was styled  “gentleman”.    

Alexander Gopsell Pooley responded to the 29 interrogatories, stating that, at 

the time, Thomas Pooley was living in Boulogne.  He appeared to offer a 

settlement, and failing that he sought an injunction to restrain Emma Birch 

from making her claim.68  The Declaration was not found.  Norbury v. Pooley, 
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in 1847, appeared to be about Thomas Pooley’s annuity.  In a response, 

dated 18 January, Pooley stated that he was residing in Boulogne, out of the 

jurisdiction of the Court.69 The Declaration was not found.   Pooley v. Loyd 

was started in 1850 and both Pooleys were involved.    Thomas Pooley’s 

address was given as 13 Compton Street, Brunswick Square and Alexander 

Gopsell Pooley’s address was given as Nicholas Lane, City of London.  The 

exact issues in this case, and the Declaration were not found.70 

Good publicity for Coutts’ estate 
The Morning Chronicle of 25 July 1844 announced that a new church was 

being built at New Kingston.  It was “entirely endowed by the present opulent 

proprietors of the estate, amongst whom are several of our powerful London 

bankers”. It pointed out that the church site was on rising ground that 

commanded views that included those of the royal parks of Bushy, Hampton, 

Windsor, Claremont and Richmond. It went on to say that the new town had 

risen within the last year “as if by magic, and the most elegant detached villas 

have been finished, and gardens, both public and private, laid out in the 

choicest style, with a rapidity which will startle those who have not seen the 

place for some months”.  In conclusion, it stated that “the neighbourhood is 

declared to be especially invigorating, and Dr Chambers, Dr Roots, Dr 

Marsden and other eminent medical gentlemen, are recommending their 

patients this locality for the restoration of their health”.71 It was difficult to 

dismiss the idea that this article as inspired by Messrs. Coutts to address 

some of the alleged shortcomings of the estate during Thomas Pooley’s 

tenure – see above.  
Shropshire, the Census of 1851, iron and the Old Bailey 
On 14 May 1850, The London Gazette announced the dissolution of the 

partnership of Alexander Gopsell Pooley, Louisa Jane Lewis and Charles 

Smith Rayner, coal and iron masters of Langley Fields Ironworks, Dawley, 

Shropshire.  The Census of 1851 found Thomas Pooley, born in Maidstone, 

living in Hadley, Shropshire, where he was an iron master.  The other 

occupants of the residence were two female servants.  This Census, of 

residents on the night of 30 March, found a Jane Pooley, born in London,  

living at 51 York Road, Lambeth, wife of an iron master in Northampton.  

Despite the inconsistent recording of her birthplace and Thomas Pooley’s 
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location at the time, Alexander Gopsell Pooley previously had given York 

Road as an address [see above] and an assumption was made that this Jane 

Pooley was the wife of Thomas Pooley, then in Shropshire.  While Alexander 

Gopsell Pooley was not found in  the 1851 Census, he was listed in the 1851 

London Post Office Directory as a metal dealer in Nicholas Lane. In the same 

year the Chancery  case of Pooley v. Budd showed that Alexander Gopsell 

Pooley was one of the registered officers of the Ystalyfora  Iron Company of 

Swansea.72   Another link with Shropshire and iron emerged.  In February 

1852, Thomas, Alexander and Joseph Pooley, a mysterious figure, answered 

to fraud and conspiracy charges in the Old Bailey.73 The case featured a 

consignment of bar iron allegedly falsely over-valued, and seven of the 

witnesses came from the Hadley area.  The Grand Jury found insufficient 

evidence, and the trial was terminated.74 

The 1851 Census gave a snapshot of the inhabitants of Surbiton during the 

tenure of Messrs. Coutts.  For example, Claremont Road had 27 inhabited 

houses, 2 uninhabited premises and four schools.  Five of the heads of 

household were retired persons.   All of the 63 houses in George Street were 

inhabited, 16 of the occupants worked at building trades and nine were 

excavators at the waterworks. The overall impression was that Kingston upon 

Railway still was not a commuter town according to the OED criteria.75 
Thomas Pooley’s last days 
In 1855, the year of the Surbiton Improvement Act, the Times, on 9 March, 

advertised the auction sale of annuities payable during Thomas Pooley’s life 

and an insurance policy in his name [Figure 11].76   This arose from a 

Chancery order for liquidation of his assets, and deprived him of income.   

Sadly, Thomas Pooley took his own life at Heath Street, Hampstead, on 25 

August 1856.  His death certificate recorded that he had cut his throat, and 

was a retired maltster.77 Unfortunately, the inquest records could not be 

found, but it was difficult to escape the conclusion that a factor in the suicide 

was despair at his downfall.  Thomas Pooley was buried in Highgate 

Cemetery on 30 August 1856.78   In the same grave later were buried Jane 

Pooley, his wife, and Alexander Gopsell Pooley, about whom more is to be 

found below.   
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ALEXANDER POOLEY DISAPPEARED FROM HISTORY IN THE EARLY 
1850s AND RETURNED TO THE WORLD OF BREWING ?  
Alexander Gopsell Pooley had a very complicated commercial life and only a 

bare outline of it could be sketched in this article.  Some of his activities and 

whereabouts already were mentioned, e.g., before 1851, when he was an iron 

merchant in Nicholas Lane, he was successively a brewer, a maltster, a 

gentleman, and although described as being of independent means, he 

managed the Surbiton estate for his father.79   

On 8 October 1853, Perry’s Bankrupt Gazette announced that the estates 

of  two hay dealers,  H. Kirk and R. Westbrook, were assigned to Alexander 

Gopsell Pooley, merchant, of Nicholas Lane. In 1853 and 1856 the London 

Electoral Register, of St Luke’s, Chelsea, showed that Alexander Gospel [sic] 

Pooley, had an address at 10 Victoria Grove, Fulham Road, Little Chelsea. 

On 27 March 1858, the Times reported on a case in the Vice-Chancellor’s 

Court, in which The Official Manager of the Athenaeum Life Assurance 

Society was the plaintiff and Alexander Gopsell Pooley was the defendant.  
On 18 February 1859, The London Gazette, reported that Alexander 

Gopsell Pooley, of Globe Wharf, Rotherhithe, Surrey, an agricultural chemist, 

was awarded a provisional patent for improvements in preparing fish for 

manure, and an apparatus for the same.  In a case in the Stannary Court, 

reported on 22 August 1859, Alexander Gopsell Pooley, “metallic miner and 

adventurer in Polgear and Lancarrow Mines”, of 29 Nicholas Lane, Lombard 

Street, London, was a defendant.80 In August 1859, various Scottish 

newspapers reported that Alexander Gopsell Pooley, a manufacturing 

chemist, of 3 Cornwall Terrace, Belmont Hill, Lee, Kent, thereafter at 

Ardrishaig and lately at Inverary in Argyle, was declared a “Scotch Bankrupt”.   

On 23 August 1859, the London Gazette reported that the estates of 

Alexander Gopsell Pooley were sequestered by the Scottish Court of Session 

and, in England, a warrant of protection was granted against arrest or 

imprisonment for civil debt until the meeting of creditors which would take 

place later. On 2 November 1859, the Glasgow Herald noted that he was one 

of a number of English traders, who “having repaired to Scotland and resided 

there for forty days, required the requisite domicile to render him amenable to 

the Scotch Courts and become a Scotch Bankrupt.” It pointed out that in 
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Pooley’s case, the claims of the English creditors amounted to £53,000 and 

they suffered hardships because, under the Scottish bankruptcy statute, all 

notices, except the first, were required to be published only in the Edinburgh 

Gazette. On 13 December 1860, in the Times, Alexander Gopsell Pooley was 

cited in a court case involving the London & County Assurance Company.  
The Census of 1861 found Alexander Gopsell Pooley, an East Indies 

merchant, living at 34 Cornwall Terrace, Lee, Kent, with his second wife Eliza, 

three children, two visitors and two house servants. On 13 January 1862, 

Perry’s Bankrupt Gazette reported that he was the assignee of the estate of 

G. J. Ashton, a manure merchant.  The London Gazette, on 5 January 1865, 

announced that Alexander Gopsell Pooley was Trustee to a debtor, Thomas 

Ross Comyn.  The same publication, on 8 January 1869, reported that 

Alexander Gopsell Pooley, of 50 Lime Street, London, had left in the office of 

the Court of Bankruptcy a list of his debts and liabilities and a statement of 

this property and credits.  He was described as a merchant and financial 

agent, who had been, until lately, a quarry owner and banker in Jersey, under 

the styles of the Channel Islands Granite Company and the International 

Bank.  On 19 January 1870, the Pall Mall Gazette reported on the case, in the 

Rolls Court, of M’Creight v. Foster, Bart.  In this, Sir William Foster sold the 

Alhambra Music Hall, Leicester Square, to Alexander Gopsell Pooley.  He 

borrowed money from the Birmingham Banking Company to facilitate this and 

assigned the music hall to them as security.  Later, Pooley reassigned the 

music hall to another person without informing the bank. The case was a 

consequence of the bank going into liquidation. 

The Census of 1871 found Alexander Gopsell Pooley, a merchant, living at 

8 South Buildings, Clapham Common, with his wife, five children, a 

housekeeper, a kitchen maid, a house maid and a cook.81  The London 

Gazette, on 25 February 1871 and 27 February 1873, with reference to the 

Metropolitan Bank, reported that Alexander Gopsell Pooley, of 9 Cloak Lane, 

“was one of the persons in whom the company or partnership exists.” On 3 

March 1874, the London Gazette reported Alexander Gopsell Pooley, of 23 

Bush Lane, Canonbury, a financial agent, was in composition with his 

creditors.  The same publication, on 5 March 1875, reported that Alexander 
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Gopsell Pooley, of Brighton, gentleman, had launched a bankruptcy petition 

against Graham Brothers of Southsea, brewers.    

The Jersey Railway affair 
The London Gazette, on 23 April 1880, reported that Alexander Gopsell 

Pooley was adjudged a bankrupt on 22 October 1879 and possibly about 

£20,000 was involved. The following account of the circumstances was based 

on newspaper reports.  Alexander Gopsell Pooley was a merchant and bill 

discounter in the City of London.  Following a previous bankruptcy, his 

business was transferred to his son, Rodney Pooley, and his clerk, William 

Baker, who claimed the record books as their property. Subsequently, Pooley 

acquired the Jersey Railway and disputes arose between him and the 

Metropolitan Bank. He left England to avoid his creditors.  In May 1880, he 

was prosecuted for fraudulent bankruptcy. He was arrested in Paris, 

extradited to England, detained in Newgate Prison, tried and acquitted.  A writ 

of attachment was lodged with the Governor of Newgate Prison which 

required that when Pooley was released he was be handed over to the 

Governor of Holloway Prison until he had purged a contempt of court. This 

arose from his failure to present his account books for examination.82 The 

Census of 1881 found Alexander Gopsell Pooley, aged 69, a prisoner in 

Holloway Prison.  He was recorded as a retired merchant, born in Maidstone, 

Kent, and was a widower.83 He was held in the prison for at least eleven 

months before his release.  The 1881 Census revealed that Rodney Pooley 

was an unemployed railway manager, living in St Helier, Jersey.84 

Chancery cases 
Alexander Gopsell Pooley’s busy and varied commercial life familiarised him 

with the Court of Chancery both as a plaintiff and as a defendant. Appendix 2 
lists cases, possibly 30 in all, in which he was involved.  Analysis of these was 

considered to be potentially a fruitful source for researchers who wished to 

know more about him. 

Alexander Gopsell Pooley’s last years 
On 27 January 1883, the London Evening Standard reported that Alexander 

Gopsell Pooley, an elderly gentleman of 30 Gloucester Crescent, Regent’s 

Park, Thomas Alexander Pooley, of 5 Bond Court, Walbrook,  and Mary 

Sophia Watson of Fortess Road, Kentish Town, were summoned to 
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Marlborough Street Magistrates’ Court for unlawfully conspiring to cheat and 

defraud Mr Robert Coulson, of Maida Vale, of £500.85  The case was 

adjourned for one week, and because no more newspaper reports were 

found, it was assumed that it came to nothing. On 13 November 1883, the 

Times reported that Pooley, of the Queen’s Hotel, St Martins le Grand, but 

now out of England, a gentleman, was adjudicated bankrupt.   

 The London Evening Standard, on 22 March 1886, announced that 

Alexander Gopsell Pooley, of St Peter’s Street, Islington, died suddenly on 17 

March 1886, aged 73.   His death certificate gave his name incorrectly as 

Alexander George Pooley, that he was aged 75, of unknown occupation, had 

died at 32 St Peter Street Islington and indicated that he died, in a coma, of 

interstitial nephritis at the Royal Free Hospital.86   He was buried in the family  

grave, in Highgate Cemetery [Figure 12].  This alone evidenced the fact that 

he did not disappear from history in the 1850s. Furthermore, while he had 

many occupations in his life, which have been identified above, Alexander 

Gopsell Pooley certainly did not return to the world of brewing.  Indeed, the 

only time that he was recorded as a brewer was in 1837, when he first 

married.  

CONCLUSIONS 
While this research raised a number of questions that remained unanswered, 

with regard to Wikipedia’s entry for Thomas Pooley, it established that: 

• Thomas Pooley, and his wife Jane, both came from Maidstone, Kent.  

• Thereafter Thomas Pooley moved to Norwich, from there to London, 

and from there to Kingston.  

• He established the nucleus of what became the modern town of 

Surbiton.  

• He was not one of the early developers of the concept of commuting 

because the concept of commuting, as defined by the OED, did not 

exist during the time that he held the freehold of the Surbiton estate, 

i.e., 1838 – 1843.   

• Thomas Pooley was not forced into bankruptcy by competing interests 

when he signed-over the Surbiton estate to Messrs. Coutts on 13 

January 1843, but previously he was a bankrupt.  
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• Thomas Pooley died on 25 August 1856 and there was historical 

evidence of his location and activities up to that date. 

• Alexander Gopsell Pooley  died on 17 March 1886 and there was much 

evidence of his location and activities up to that date.  After the 

Surbiton estate was assigned to Messrs. Coutts on 13 January 1843, 

although he pursued many different activities, he never returned to the 

world of brewing. 

DISCUSSION 
Audrey Giles considered why Thomas Pooley’s enterprise failed and whether 

there was justification for his accusations in the Chancery case of Pooley v. 

Marjoribanks, 1844. The following discussion revisits some of her 

conclusions.   

 The better class of properties in New Kingston were advertised as second 

homes in the country in a fashionable, healthy and expanding neighbourhood, 

easily accessible by the newly established railway, having extensive views of 

royal parks and palaces. The poor quality of some buildings, the ruinous 

appearance of half-finished houses, slow take up of tenancies and bad 

publicity would have done little to support this image, and had the potential to 

be a deterrent.   Audrey Giles posed the question whether Thomas Pooley had 

knowledge of building and therefore had to rely on his building associates, 

whose standards were low. No evidence was found that either of the Pooleys 

had any experience of building, or property development, before they were 

first involved with the Surbiton estate in 1838. This indicated that Thomas 

Pooley would have been dependent upon the expertise, such as it was, of his 

associates who were building tradesmen, and perhaps John Isaac Bower, 

who was an architect and surveyor. Inability to produce sufficient income, 

from rents, and other projects, in time to pay his creditors must have been a 

significant factor, if not the main factor, in the failure of his enterprise.    

 Audrey Giles focused on Thomas Pooley’s claim of “unfair treatment” by 

the defendants in Pooley v. Marjoribanks, especially by the Coutts’ partners. 

Nothing was found that would challenge her overall impression that the 

defendants acted other than reasonably and benevolently in the way that the 

Surbiton estate was acquired, and the Court of Chancery found that Pooley 
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was not coerced into signing the deed.  However, by today’s standards, those 

who lent money to Pooley might be accused of failure to exercise due 

diligence as far as his relevant expertise, business plan and credit history 

were concerned.   

 While in this study nothing was found about the education of Alexander 

Gopsell Pooley, his business history gave the impression that he was cast in 

the same mould as his father and probably had learned his methods.   There 

was much to indicate that the Pooleys lived by their wits, were prepared to 

take risks, tried out different areas of trade, industry and commerce, and kept 

moving to keep abreast of their creditors. Additionally, they must have been 

persuasive individuals, who were sometimes could talk their way out of 

trouble.   The evidence suggested that they were good at sailing close to the 

wind as far as English law was concerned.  Both Pooleys were familiar with 

the process of bankruptcy and benefited from it in dealings with others.   

 The evidence indicated that the Pooleys liked to live well, in large houses, 

calling themselves “gentlemen” at times.  In Surbiton, in 1841, Thomas Pooley 

had three servants. In Shropshire, in 1851, although he lived on his own, he 

had two servants.  In 1861 and 1871, respectively, Alexander Gopsell Pooley 

had two servants and four servants.    Moreover, he sent two of his sons to a  

prestigious public school, Tonbridge School, in Kent.87 

 Whatever might be thought of the business methods of Thomas Pooley, the 

evidence was clear that he established the nucleus of modern Surbiton. His 

most significant achievement was getting a new station built on the site of the 

modern one, which remains the portal to the town.   This study challenges 

most of Wikipedia’s current entry for Thomas Pooley. 
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FIGURES 

 
FIGURE 1.  THOMAS POOLEY COURT’S NAME PLATE, LANGLEY 

ROAD, SURBITON [PHOTOGRAPH BY DAVID A. KENNEDY] 
 

 
FIGURE 2. THOMAS POOLEY’S FAMILY TREE 
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CHEAP COALS 
THOMAS POOLEY 

Begs most respectfully to inform his Friends and the Public, that in 
consequence of having vessels chartered for Lowestoft he is enabled to offer 
to them COALS of the Best Quality at 24s 4d per Chaldron at the Quay Side 

Norwich. 
N.B. – FOR READY MONEY ONLY 
St. Martin at Palace, 16 June 1831 

 
FIGURE 3. FROM NORFOLK CHRONICLE, 18 JUNE 1831, TRANSCRIPT 

 
 

 
FIGURE 4. OLD KINGSTON STATION 

[KINGSTON MUSEUM & HERITAGE CENTRE] 
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Valuable Building Ground, contiguous to the Kingston Station of the 
Southhampton Railway – By FRICKER and Son, at the Griffin Inn, 
Kingston, Surrey, on Tuesday July 31 at 2, in lots, suitable for the 
erection of genteel cottage residences or small villas, 
A Most desirable Enclosure of Freehold Land, situate near the summit 
of that delightful eminence (now so much frequented and admired) Surbiton 
Hill, in the parish of Kingston-upon-Thames, in the county of Surrey, with very 
extensive frontages to the Brighton and Epsom Road, and commanding 
beautiful and extensive views over a most picturesque part of the county of 
Surrey. This truly desirable land is within about a mile of the town of Kingston-
upon-Thames, and is rendered particularly eligible for building upon by the 
extreme facility of communication with London by means of the Railroad, the 
station of which being only about three minutes’ walk from the spot; the air 
also being particularly pure, and the neighbourhood, which is increasing daily, 
highly respectable.  The lots are marked out, and may be viewed any time 
prior to the sale.  Particulars may be had, and plans seen, at the Plough Inn, 
Surbiton Hill; at the place of sale; of C. E. Jemmett, Esq., solicitor, and of the 
auctioneers, Kingston. 
 

FIGURE 5. FROM THE TIMES, 27 JULY 1838, TRANSCRIPT 
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LONDON AND SOUTHAMPTON RAILWAY 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE TIMES 
Sir, The only way in which railways can be made subservient to the general 
comfort is by calling public attention, through the agency of the press, to the 
frequent instances of carelessness and inattention displayed by the servants 
of these irresponsible establishments.   On the arrival of the half-past 8 
o’clock train this morning at the Kingston station of the Southampton Railway, 
where upwards of 50 passengers were waiting to be conveyed to town, it was 
found that there was not room for one of them, the number of carriages, which 
ought to have been increased on a Monday morning, having been reduced 
below the usual average.  As Kingston is considered to be the very best on 
the railway, this, to say the least of it, was gross inattention, as it disappointed 
many who have to be at public offices by a certain hour, and on a better 
managed railroad would have been easily obviated by keeping one or two 
spare carriages at the different stations.   The more serious charge remains to 
be made: on a spare truck 21 passengers were wedged, and 12 were 
clustered outside a stage coach.  Several were obliged to sit round and on 
this truck, and I observed one respectable female underneath the body of the 
coach.   None of the passengers will readily forget the sensation occasioned 
by the passengers on the top of the stage coach stooping when passing 
under the lower bridges – the most trifling jerk, or the slightest giddiness or 
nervousness would have occasioned a fearful accident.  I may add, that the 
disappointment of the passengers at Kingston, and the dangerous way in 
which the truck and coach were loaded, appeared to afford the greatest 
amusement to the superintendents.  I enclose my card and address, and 
remain, Sir,  
Your obedient servant 
July 8                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
“A PASSENGER” 

FIGURE 6. FROM THE TIMES, 9 JULY 1839, TRANSCRIPT 
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FIGURE 7. SURBITON STATION ON 14 JULY 2014 

 [PHOTOGRAPH BY DAVID A. KENNEDY] 
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THOMAS POOLEY’S ESTATE AS DESCRIBED  

IN A PLAN PREPARED IN 1842 
Standing on the site of the new railway station, a part of the present Victoria 
Road running from the station to the Brighton Road is called Alexander Road, 
and the part running from the station to the Ewell Road is called Surbiton 
Road.   
 The present Claremont Road is styled Railway Road; the present Adelaide 
Road is called Church Road, and terminates where Church Road now 
commences.  Claremont Crescent is so named, Maple Road is called Maple 
Lane or Hampton Grove.  Victoria Terrace consists of eight houses.  On the 
east of Railway Road is Adelaide Terrace, consisting of ten houses, two pairs 
of villas and a space for a road, then Wadbrook Terrace consisting of ten 
pairs of villas extending to Church Road.   
 On the west of Railway Road is Albert Terrace, consisting of eight houses, 
and there is a pair of villas, the Claremont Crescent Gardens being shown as 
building allotments, and that side of the road terminating at the triangular 
piece called Maple Lodge.   
 On the south side of Alexander Road is the site of the “Market Company”, 
next to which are three plots unoccupied, then two shops, followed by some 
more unoccupied land, two more shops, four more unoccupied plots, and two 
shops at the Brighton Road end.  The eight houses of Victoria Terrace are the 
only buildings shown on the north side. In Surbiton Road are the 
Southampton Arms Hotel and seven houses, with four houses of the terrace 
at the Epsom Road end; the terrace of four houses opposite thereto being the 
only buildings shown on the north side of Surbiton Road.   
 In Claremont Crescent nearly all the present houses are shown, but the 
east end of the present Grove Road, between the Crescent and the Maple 
Road are not shown.  In Church Road there are four pairs of houses shown 
on the north-east, and two pairs of cottages on the west side.  In Maple Lane 
there are houses as at present between Maple Lodge and the Grove Road, 
and eight small houses at the Brighton Road end.  Most of the cottages in 
George Street [Cottage Grove] are built, as also are the six houses between 
the railway and Victoria Road, the twelve houses of Brighton Terrace and four 
houses at the corner of Maple Lane.  The Railway Tavern is also shown on 
the east side of the Epsom Road.    
 The dates of the various leases, with the amounts of ground rent, are duly 
marked, the earliest date being September 28, 1839, and the latest 
September 24, 1841.   
 

FIGURE 8. POOLEY’S ESTATE IN 1842,  
FROM RICHARDSON, 1888, TRANSCRIPT 
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FIGURE 9. OCCUPANTS OF NEW KINGSTON, FROM 1841 CENSUS 

 
NEW KINGSTON. – The first stone of a new corn market was laid on 
Wednesday last at this prosperous new town.  Mr John Ellis, M.P. for Newry, 
presided at the ceremony, and was attended by J. Whillan, Esq., F. Garner, 
Esq., W. Wadbrook, Esq., A. Pooley, Esq., and many of the wealthy and 
influential residents in Surrey.  The plan of the new building appears 
admirably adapted to the end in view, and will afford every accommodation to 
the frequenters in all weathers.  It is the design of Mr Elmes, the surveyor of 
the port of London.  A banquet at the Railway Tavern took place in the 
evening, at which, after the usual loyal toasts had been most enthusiastically 
responded to, Mr Pooley, senior, [the opulent proprietor of the new town] was 
highly complimented by the chairman [Mr Ellis, M.P.] for the almost 
unparalleled enterprise and perseverance he had displayed in rendering the 
new town what it was.  With reference to which it is a remarkable fact that 
some fifteen months ago the place, which is now covered with handsome 
houses was, as far as the eye could reach, nought but woods and fields.  The 
new town, during the whole of the day, was a scene of great animation. 
 
FIGURE 10. FROM MORNING POST, 24 NOVEMBER 1840, TRANSCRIPT 
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VALUABLE SECURITIES AND POLICY OF INSURANCE 
FOR £2,500 

Messrs. Peaty and Smith will sell by Auction, in three lots, at Garraway’s, 
Cornhill, this day,  March 9th, at 12, the sum of £1,220, with interest thereon, 
after the rate of £5 per cent, per annum from 13th January 1853, and the 
benefit of a Chancery order for the due liquidation thereof, by means of an 
Annuity of £250, payable during the life of one Thomas Pooley, now in the 
65th year of his age, and which annuity is secured by the bond on John 
Norbury, Esq., of Throgmorton-street, in the city of London.   An  Annuity of 
£105, payable during the life of the said Thomas Pooley, in weekly 
installments of £2 each, secured by the bond of Mr. Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley, of Nicholas-lane, in the City of London. A Policy of Insurance for 
£2,500, effected with the Argus Life Assurance Company, on the life of the 
said Thomas Pooley, dated the 15th May, 1846, and numbered 5,360.  
Particulars and conditions of sale may be had of the auctioneers, 11 
Sherbourne-lane, City and West-street, Boston; and of Messrs. Devonshire 
and Wallinger, the solicitors to the vendors, 8 Old Jury, London. 
 

FIGURE 11.  FROM THE TIMES, 9 MARCH 1855, TRANSCRIPT 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 12. THE POOLEYS’ GRAVE IN HIGHGATE CEMETERY 

[PHOTOGRAPH BY DAVID A. KENNEDY] 
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APPENDIX 1. EDITED TITHE MAP OF 1840 SHOWING POOLEY’S 

ESTATE [ANNOTATIONS BY DAVID A. KENNEDY] 
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APPENDIX 2. CHANCERY CASES INVOLVING ALEXANDER GOPSELL POOLEY, 1844 - 1875 
UK National Archives 
Catalogue ref. 

Title Date Details 

C 14/284/P99 1844 P99: Pooley v Marjoribanks. 1844 Plaintiff: Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 14/363/D31 1845 D31: Drummond v Pooley. 1845 Defendants: Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley & others. 

C 14/488/B149 1846 B149: Birch v Pooley. 1846 Defendants: Thomas 
Pooley, Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley & others 

C 14/519/F16 1846 F16: Fyler v Newcombe. 1846 Defendants: Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley & others. 

C 14/1037/P27 1849 P27: Pooley v Morgan. 1849 Plaintiff: Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 14/1272/P44 1851 P44: Pooley v Rudd. 1851 Plaintiff: Alexander  Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 14/1353/N11 1852 N11: Newcombe v Pooley. 1852 Defendants: Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley & others. 

C 16/41/P94 1861 P94: Pooley v Holroyd. 1861 Plaintiff: Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 16/439/M93 1867 M93: Shaw v Foster. 1867 Defendants: Sir William 
Foster bart and Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley. 

C 16/405/C316 1867 C316: Cooke v Loveridge. 1867 Defendants: Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley & others. 

C 16/449/P134 1867 P134: Pooley v Harvey. 1867 Plaintiff: Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 16/449/P135 1867 P135: Pooley v Harvey. 1867 Plaintiff: Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 16/389/A91 1867 A91: Alhambra Company v Harvey. 1867 Defendants: Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley & others. 

C 16/532/S270 1868 S270: Strange v Wilde. 1868 Defendants: William Wilde & 
Alexander Gopsell Pooley. 

C 16/513/M20 1868 M20: McCreight v Chidley. 1868 Defendants: John Robert 
Chidley & Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 16/594/P79 1869 P79: Pooley v Harbottle. 1869 Plaintiff: Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 16/573/H92 1869 H92: Harbottle v Pooley. 1869 Defendant: Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley. 

C 16/555/C109 1869 C109: Cooke v Laurie. 1869 Defendants: Peter Northall 
Laurie & Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 16/668/P122 1870 P122: Pooley v Foster. 1870 Plaintiffs: Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley & another. 

C 16/743/P93 1871 P93.: Pooley v Mount. 1871 Plaintiff: Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 16/748/R167 1871 R167: Roebuck v Pooley. 1871 Defendant: Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley & Rodney 
Pooley. 

C 16/749/S13 1871 S13: Smith v Cavell. 1871 Defendants: Edmund Cavell 
&  Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 16/760/W187 1871 W187: Wilde v Pooley. 1871 Defendant: Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley. 

C 16/832/W16 1872 W16: Wilde v Pooley. 1872 Defendants: Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley & Thomas 
Alexander Pooley. 

C 16/780/C255 1872 C255: Carter v Living. 1872 Defendants: Alexander Clark 
Living, Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley & Wentworth John 
Wroughton. 

C 16/884/P25 1873 P25: Pooley v Lyle. 1873 Plaintiff: Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 16/892/S4 1873 S4: Sanders v Pooley. 1873 Defendant: Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley. 

C 16/888/P205 1873 P205: Parker v Green. 1873 Defendants: Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley & others. 

C 16/960/P181 1874 P181: Pooley v Rice. 1874 Plaintiff: Alexander Gopsell 
Pooley. 

C 16/1039/S225 1875 S225: Stock v Brown. 1875 Defendants: Alexander 
Gopsell Pooley  & others. 
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1841, held by the National Archives recorded a Fiat in Bankruptcy against 
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treaty, or by auction, of his lands.   The executors were Whiston Powell, a 
stockbroker in the City of London and Charles Dobree Gilchrist, of Sunbury, 
Middlesex. 
 
25 Morning Chronicle, 12 May 1838. 19th Century Newspapers, via Surrey 
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26 Richardson, 1888, pp. 11-14.  
 
27 Surrey, Sheet XXII.4, Middlesex, Sheet XXV. 8.12 [Parts of].  Held by the 
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text]. Thomas Pooley and Alexander Gopsell Pooley were identified as being 
of independent means, although both were involved in managing the estate.  
Moreover, in Claremont Crescent, the only other occupant appeared to be a 
caretaker, and a house in Railway Road was occupied by a bricklayer who 
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41 Giles, 2003, p. 12. A Docket Book, B4/49, held by the National Archives 
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Alexander “Gospel” Pooley , builders of New Kingston, Surrey, on 19 July 
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